I exploit knowledge of the randomization process within an experiment to conduct finite sample inference on quantities that capture heterogeneous intervention effects. The only data that I use are the cross-tabulations of a discrete randomized intervention and a discrete outcome. The inference procedure is general in the sense that it can test hypotheses and construct confidence intervals on various quantities. My main contribution is that I can conduct informative inference on quantities for which previous methods are uninformative, such as the number of participants who respond to the intervention in the opposite direction of the average, sometimes known as the number of defiers. I can also use the same procedure to conduct inference on other quantities, such as the average intervention effect and the fraction affected in either direction, for which previous methods are informative but restricted in the quantities they can consider. I demonstrate the value of general finite sample inference using data from hypothetical drug trials. In one trial, the estimated average intervention effect shows that the lives of 40 out of 100 participants would be saved on average. I reject the null hypothesis that no participants would be killed at the 3% level and infer with 95% confidence that at least 3 participants would be killed.
Introduction
A clinical trial shows that an intervention reduces mortality on average. We conclude that it must save the lives of some patients. Can we say with any confidence how many patients in the trial would be killed if they received the intervention? Can we do so with the same finite sample inference procedure that we use to test hypotheses about the average effect? I propose a general finite sample inference procedure that can be used to test hypotheses about quantities that capture heterogeneous intervention effects. The inference procedure is general in the sense that it can test hypotheses and construct confidence intervals on various quantities. These quantities include but are not limited to the average intervention effect, the number affected by the intervention in the opposite direction of the average intervention effect, and the fraction affected by the intervention in either direction.
For data, the inference procedure relies only on the cross-tabulations of a discrete randomized intervention and a discrete outcome. To fix ideas, consider a randomized experiment with a binary intervention and a binary outcome. If the outcome is mortality, the data consist of the number of participants alive and dead in the intervention and control arms. Using these data, we can estimate the average intervention effect as the fraction of the participants dead in the intervention arm minus the fraction of participants dead in the control arm. The same estimated average intervention effect can be consistent with many different configurations of the data, which consist of four numbers.
In an experiment with 100 participants, there are 176,851 possible configurations of the data but only 201 possible values of the estimated average intervention effect. Even though the data that I use are very limited, they contain information beyond the estimated average intervention effect.
For assumptions, the inference procedure relies primarily on the structure of the data generating process. In randomized experiments, the structure of the data generating process is determined by the randomization process, which is a feature of the experimental design. There are many different possible randomization processes. For example, the experimenter could flip a coin for each participant such that the probability that each participant is assigned to the intervention arm is independent and identically distributed. Alternatively, the experimenter could fix the total number of participants to be assigned to each arm and conduct randomization by drawing colored balls out of an urn. Because the experimenter can control the randomization process, the experimenter can also build a compelling rationale for assumptions about the data generating process that follow from it. As long as the randomization process is known, it can be exploited for inference. Even if the randomization process is not known, it might be reasonable to exploit an assumed randomization process for inference, giving deeper meaning to the claim that a natural experiment is "as good as random."
To build intuition for how the randomization process can inform inference on heterogeneous intervention effects, I draw on the concept of potential outcomes (Neyman, 1923; Rubin, 1974 Rubin, , 1977 Holland, 1986) . Suppose that each participant in the experiment has a potential outcome in the intervention arm and another potential outcome in the control arm. In doing so, we assume that the potential outcomes of each participant do not depend on the potential outcomes of any other participants (this assumption has been referred to as the "stable unit treatment value assumption" (SUTVA) by Rubin (1980) , who references an earlier assumption by Cox (1958) ). Continuing to fix ideas such that the outcome is mortality, there are four possible types of participants on the basis of the four possible combinations of potential outcomes in intervention and control: those who would live regardless, those who would be saved, those who would be killed, and those who would die regardless.
The four potential outcome types reflect heterogeneous intervention effects. By definition, the intervention has no effect on those who would live or die regardless; it decreases mortality for those who would be saved; and it increases mortality for those who would be killed. Therefore, if we knew the number of participants of each type, then we could construct quantities that capture heterogeneous intervention effects such as the average intervention effect, the number affected by the intervention in the opposite direction of the average effect, and the fraction affected in either direction. It is difficult to identify any given participant's potential outcome type because it is not possible to observe the potential outcome in the intervention arm for a participant assigned to the control arm and vice versa.
I use the randomization process to inform inference on the number of participants of each potential outcome type. I do so by considering all possible ways to divide the participants into the four potential outcome types. In an experiment with 100 participants, there are 176,851 possible ways to divide the participants into the four potential outcome types, just as there are 176,851 possible ways to divide the participants into the four numbers that comprise the data. Therefore, there are 176, 851 2 -over 31 billion-possible combinations of the data and potential outcome type configurations. However, some potential outcome type configurations cannot be consistent with some data configurations. Furthermore, among the potential outcome type configurations that can be consistent with a given data configuration, I know from the structure of the randomization process that some are more likely than others. I calculate the exact likelihood of all possible combinations of the data and potential outcome type configurations using a supercomputer. I use the calculated values and the observed data configuration to conduct inference on a wide range of quantities that capture heterogeneous intervention effects. I focus on hypothesis testing and the construction of confidence intervals rather than estimation because there can be more than one potential outcome type configuration that maximizes the likelihood of the observed data configuration. In an experiment with 100 participants, the maximum likelihood estimate of the potential outcome type configuration is multi-valued for 14,940 data configurations, about 8.4% of the possible 176,851. However, the likelihood function still contains information that can be used for inference.
My main contribution is that the general finite sample inference procedure that I propose can conduct informative inference on quantities for which previous methods are uninformative, especially the number of participants who respond to the intervention in the opposite direction of the average. Previous methods are uninformative about number of participants who respond to the intervention in the opposite direction of the average unless they bring in additional data. For example, machine learning brings in additional data on covariates (see Wager and Athey (2018) ), and analysis of "side effects" in medicine brings in additional data on secondary outcomes. Analysis of heterogeneity in the treatment effect, as opposed to heterogeneity in the intervention effect, brings in data on takeup of a treatment in addition to data on an intervention and outcome.
In contrast, I only require data on an intervention and an outcome, which is important because many trials do not collect data on treatment takeup. Furthermore, even for trials that do collect data on treatment takeup, the treatment takeup data are often available before the outcome data.
With just the data on the intervention and the treatment, I can examine heterogeneity in the first stage impact of the intervention on the treatment treatment takeup in exactly the same way that I examine heterogeneity in the reduced form impact of the intervention on the outcome; I simply interpret the treatment as an outcome. In doing so, I can conduct informative inference on the number of individuals who respond to the intervention in the oppose direction of the average, also known as the number of "defiers" (Balke and Pearl, 1993; Angrist et al., 1996) .
Because I can conduct inference on the number of defiers, I contribute to the literature by offering a test of the LATE monotonicity assumption of Imbens and Angrist (1994) , which excludes defiers. The test is effectively a joint test of the LATE monotonicity assumption, SUTVA, and an assumption that randomization was conducted as specified. Previous tests of the LATE monotonicity assumption require data on an intervention, a treatment, and an outcome other than the treatment (Balke and Pearl, 1997; Imbens and Rubin, 1997; Heckman and Vytlacil, 2005; Richardson and Robins, 2010; Huber and Mellace, 2015; Kitagawa, 2015; Mourifié and Wan, 2017; Machado et al., 2019) . Furthermore, they are effectively joint tests of the LATE monotonicity assumption, SUTVA, an assumption that randomization was conducted, and the exclusion restriction that the intervention only affects the outcome through the treatment (Angrist et al. (1996) , also referred to as the "set-level restriction by Manski (1990) ). To my knowledge, previous tests do not provide confidence intervals on the numbers of defiers. The confidence intervals that I provide can be informative even when the test does not reject the null hypothesis of zero defiers because they inform the precision of the assumption claim that there are zero defiers.
Literature on heterogeneity in the treatment effect makes informative inference on the number of defiers and the analogous number of participants who respond to the intervention in the opposite direction of the average seem impossible, especially with more limited data. In the absence of the LATE monotonicity assumption, Balke and Pearl (1997) and Heckman and Vytlacil (2001) show that it is only possible to bound the average treatment effect, and they prove that the bounds that they obtain are the tightest possible. Related Frechét-Hoeffding bounds on the number of participants who respond to the intervention in the opposite direction of the average (Gadbury et al., 2004; Nelsen, 2006) are uninformative in the sense that they always include zero, which makes it seem impossible to say with any confidence that any participants are affected in the opposite direction of the average. Furthermore, Kitagawa (2015) proves that his test is the "strongest possible test for instrument validity," which makes progress on future tests of the LATE monotonicity assumption seem difficult. I make progress by exploiting the known structure of the data generating process.
There is a literature that exploits the known structure of the data generating process for infer-ence, but to my knowledge, it does not and cannot conduct informative inference on the number of participants who respond to the intervention in the opposite direction of the average, which it considers a nuisance parameter. Fisher (1935) develops a test of the null hypothesis that the fraction affected by the intervention in either direction in either direction is zero. The Fisher (1935) hypothesis is a "sharp" null hypothesis because there is only one potential outcome type configuration that is consistent with the data configuration under the null. In contrast, the Neyman (1923) null hypothesis that the average intervention effect is equal to zero is a "weak" null hypothesis because there are many potential outcome type configurations that are consistent with the data configuration under the null. These configurations can differ in the number of participants who respond to the intervention in the opposite direction of the average, which is thus a nuisance parameter for tests of the null hypothesis that the average intervention effect is zero. The null hypothesis that the number of participants who respond to the intervention in the opposite direction of the average equals zero is also a weak null hypothesis.
My main innovation relative to the literature that exploits the structure of the randomization process to test weak null hypotheses is that I use a test statistic that is informative of the number who respond to the intervention in the opposite direction of the average. Chung et al. (2013) and Wu and Ding (2019) propose asymptotic tests that exploit the structure of the randomization process to test hypotheses on various quantities. However, their tests are limited in the quantities that they can consider because they use the sample analog of the quantity of interest in the test statistic.
There is no sample analog for the number who respond to the intervention in the opposite direction of the average, so their methods cannot yield meaningful inference on this quantity. Related tests use the estimated average intervention effect as the test statistic for inference on specific weak null hypotheses either asymptotically (Copas, 1973; Ding and Miratrix, 2019) , or by choosing an exact p-value as the maximum p-value from tests of sharp null hypotheses (Chiba, 2015; Rigdon and Hudgens, 2015; Ding et al., 2016; Li and Ding, 2016) . I follow the latter approach, but I use a different test statistic, the likelihood ratio: the ratio of the maximum likelihood of the potential outcome type configurations under the null hypothesis to the maximum likelihood of all possible potential outcome type configurations. Data configurations with the same average intervention effect can generate meaningfully different distributions of the likelihood ratio. Therefore, relative to the average intervention affect, the likelihood ratio is more informative of quantities without a sample analog.
Because it uses the likelihood ratio as the test statistic, the general finite sample inference procedure that I propose can conduct inference on any quantity of interest that can be represented as a function of the four counts of the potential outcome types. For example, I demonstrate that I can conduct inference on another quantity for which previous methods are uninformative, the ratio of the number of participants who would be killed to the number of participants who would be saved. The government might want to consider using a threshold in this ratio for approval of new interventions if it is willing to trade off some lives for others, as in the famous Trolley problem (Foot, 1967; Thomson, 1985) . I can also use the same general finite sample inference procedure to test hypotheses and construct confidence intervals for which previous methods are informative but approximate or restricted in the quantities that they can consider, including the average intervention effect and the fraction affected in either direction. For example, a regression can be used for inference on the average intervention effect, but such inference is approximate because it relies on assumptions that hold asymptotically.
Inference using the general finite sample procedure that I propose can change the interpretation of results from experiments. I present results from two hypothetical drug trials with 100 participants that yield the same estimated average intervention effect, which shows that 40 participants would be saved on average. Both estimates are statistically significant at conventional levels. However, each trial has a different data configuration. In one trial, I reject the the null hypothesis that no one would be killed by the intervention at the 3% level, and I infer with 95% confidence that at least 3 participants would be killed. In the other trial, I cannot reject the same null hypothesis at any level.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the model and derives likelihood functions for two common randomization processes. Section 3 describes the hypothesis testing procedure and the construction of confidence intervals. Section 4 considers hypothetical data from clinical trials for new drugs and demonstrates that I can conduct informative inference on the number of participants who would be killed. Section 5 concludes. and Y = 0). Note that G(j) is a random variable, which is why I denote it with a capital letter.
Model

Derivation of Likelihood Functions
The data consist of G(1), G(2), G(3), and G(4), which I represent with G, in bold to indicate that 
Would Die Regardless N(4,1) N(4,2) N(4,3) N(4,4)
Potential Outcome Types
Observed Outcome Groups
Respond to intervention in opposite direction of average if (2) < (3). Respond to intervention in opposite direction of average if (3) < (2). † o Note. Y represents mortality, and Z represents assignment to the intervention arm. N (i, j), the number of participants of potential outcome type i in observed outcome group j, must be equal to zero in all shaded cells. To translate my notation into the potential outcomes notation of Rubin (1974) , suppose that each participant has potential outcomes Y (Z), such that Y (1) is the potential outcome in the intervention arm and Y (0) is the potential outcome in the control arm. Then θ(1) =
the data configuration is a vector. In what follows, I denote a realization of G(j) with g(j) and a realization of G with g. I also denote the configuration of θ(1), θ(2), θ(3), and θ(4) with θ.
One purpose of the model is to yield an expression for P (G = g | θ, s), the probability of the data configuration G in terms of the configuration of potential outcome types θ and the sample size s. Toward that end, the matrix in Figure 1 relates the four potential outcome types to the four observed outcome groups. Each cell in the matrix includes the N (i, j) participants with potential outcome type i in observed outcome group j. The matrix of all N (i, j) has 16 total cells.
However, 8 of the cells cannot have any participants in them. Consider the upper left cell, which includes participants of the potential outcome type i = 1 and observed outcome group j = 1.
Participants of potential outcome type i = 1 would live regardless of assignment to the intervention arm, and participants of observed outcome group j = 1 are observed dead in the intervention arm. By definition, participants of the type who would live regardless of the assignment to the intervention arm will not be observed dead in the intervention arm, so it must be the case that N (1, 1) = 0. Similarly, N (1, 3) = 0 participants of the type i = 1 who would live regardless of assignment to the intervention arm will not be observed dead in the control arm j = 3. The logic for other cells proceeds similarly. I shade all 8 cells that cannot have any participants in them.
Some potential outcome configurations θ cannot be consistent with a data configuration g, and those that are consistent may be more or less likely under a given randomization process. By deductive reasoning based on the shaded cells, I can express the distribution of the data as follows:
= P N (3, 1) + N (4, 1) = g(1), N (1, 2) + N (2, 2) = g (2),
I transition from (1) to (2) by expressing each G(j) as the sum of the nonzero participant counts in column j. The resulting expression is in terms of the participant counts in all 8 cells that are not shaded in Figure 1 . I simplify the expression further by recognizing that within any potential outcome type i, the number of participants in the control arm is equal to θ(i) minus the number of participants in the intervention arm. Therefore, I can express (3) in terms of only four random variables: N (1, 2), N (2, 2), N (3, 1), and N (4, 1). These random variables represent the realized number of participants assigned to the intervention arm in each of the four potential outcome types.
Using the approach to deconvolution for discrete random variables, I express (3) as the sum of the probability of each possible realization of N (1, 2). I then rearrange terms to obtain an expression in terms of the joint probability of N (1, 2), N (2, 2), N (3, 1), and N (4, 1):
N (3, 1) + N (4, 1) = g(1), N (1, 2) + N (2, 2) = g (2),
If the number of participants who would die regardless and are randomized into intervention N (1, 2) were known, then the remaining parameters would be point identified. Therefore, there is one free variable, normalized to be N (1, 2), and the likelihood includes a summation over this free variable. Since N (1, 2) is not known, the observed outcome groups do not point identify the potential outcome types. Under a monotone intervention response assumption in the tradition of the Manski (1997) "monotone treatment response" assumption, the remaining potential outcome types are point identified (Imbens and Rubin, 1997) . However, without such an assumption, the observed outcome groups still contain information about all four components of the potential outcome type configuration. The likelihood function captures some of this information because the summation is not flat over the free variable N (1, 2) .
To derive a closed-form expression for the likelihood function, I exploit knowledge of the known randomization process. Suppose the researchers conduct randomization such that Z is independently and identically distributed. At the start of the experiment, the experimenter has chosen the intended fraction of participants in the intervention arm p. The experimenter flips a weighted coin to determine whether the participant will be randomly assigned to the intervention or control arm.
The indicator for whether a participant is assigned to the intervention arm is a random variable that is distributed according to a Bernoulli distribution with probability of success p. The total number of participants of potential outcome type i who are randomly assigned to the intervention arm is equal to the sum of independent and identically distributed Bernoulli random variables. The sum of independent and identically distributed Bernoulli random variables has a binomial distribution with parameters that represent the number of trials and the probability of success in each trial.
Therefore, the total number of participants of potential outcome type i who are randomly assigned to the intervention arm is distributed according to a binomial distribution with parameters θ(i) and p.
The four random variables in (4) correspond to the number of individuals of each type who are randomized into intervention. Therefore, under the I.I.D. model of randomization, these four random variables are independent binomial random variables. Conditional on the intended fraction of participants in the intervention arm p, it is possible to express the distribution of the data as follows:
where binom(·) is the binomial probability mass function,
Another prominent randomization process is an urn model, where researchers set a fixed number m of participants in intervention and control before randomization occurs. Copas (1973) derives the likelihood function when randomization is conducted via an urn model:
The closed form expressions for the likelihood function when randomization is conducted via the I.I.D. model and the urn model are not meant to be exhaustive. Rather, they illustrate how knowledge of the experimental procedure translates into useful expressions for the likelihood of observed data. The derivation of likelihood functions for other randomization processes follows using similar logic.
Analogy Between the Reduced Form and First Stage
Thus far, I have fixed ideas such that the outcome Y represents mortality. However, the outcome of interest can also be the takeup of a treatment. Consider a two stage model with binary intervention, binary treatment, and binary outcome. The framework presented here and the corresponding likelihood function can be used to describe the reduced form relationship between the intervention and the outcome as well as the first stage relationship between the intervention and the treatment. Table 1 summarizes the analogy. In the reduced form, the outcome is mortality, and in the first stage, the outcome is a treatment. Using the terminology of Angrist et al. (1996) , the θ(1) individuals who would live regardless correspond to the always takers, individuals who adopt treatment regardless of assignment to intervention or control. Similarly, θ(2) corresponds to compliers, θ(3)
to defiers, and θ(4) to never takers. Table 1 shows how functions of these parameters yield other quantities of interest including the average intervention affect and the fraction affected in either direction. (2)
(3)
(3)/ (2) ( (3)− (2))/s ( ( ) ( ))/ ( (3)+ (2))/s
Hypothesis Testing and Confidence Intervals
A closed form expression for the likelihood allows me to conduct inference on quantities of interest.
As the test statistic, I use the likelihood ratio, which is the ratio of the maximum likelihood of the potential outcome type configurations under the null hypothesis to the maximum likelihood of all possible potential outcome type configurations. Consider the null hypothesis that the potential outcome configuration θ is in the set H 0 against the alternative hypothesis that the potential outcome configuration θ is not in the set H 0 . For observed outcome configuration g, define the likelihood ratio of g as:
The likelihood ratio λ(g) is constrained to [0, 1]. A likelihood ratio of one indicates that there exists a potential outcome type configuration θ in the null hypothesis that maximizes the likelihood of observed outcome configuration g. On the other hand, a likelihood ratio of zero indicates that observing outcome configuration g occurs with probability zero if the null hypothesis holds. Smaller values of the likelihood ratio λ(g) indicate that the null hypothesis is relatively less likely than the alternative hypothesis given observed outcome configuration g. Observed outcome configurations with smaller likelihood ratios are more extreme under the null hypothesis.
I conduct a grid search to solve the non-linear integer programming problem in the likelihood ratio and produce the finite sample distribution of the test statistic. Asymptotic inference with the likelihood ratio relies on Wilks' Theorem, which states that, under certain regularity conditions, the asymptotic distribution of negative two times the log likelihood ratio is distributed χ 2 k , where k is the reduction in dimensionality of the parameter space when admitting the null. Instead of turning to the asymptotic distribution of the likelihood ratio, I use its exact finite sample distribution to conduct inference for two reasons. First, the regularity conditions of Wilks' Theorem do not hold because the parameter space is discrete. Second, since I use a grid search, there is relatively low additional computational cost to calculating the finite sample distribution of the test statistic.
Exact inference has the advantage of controlling the Type I error, which is the probability of falsely rejecting a true null hypothesis.
For any potential outcome configuration θ in the null hypothesis, I calculate the exact finite sample conditional distribution of the likelihood ratio λ(G) using the known randomization process.
In particular, I use the exact finite sample conditional distribution to evaluate the probability of observing a likelihood ratio λ(g) less than or equal to a critical value c. Given observed outcome configuration g, I reject the null hypothesis when
For a nominal level of the test α ∈ (0, 1), choose the critical value c such that the Type I error rate is controlled at α for all potential outcome configurations in the null hypothesis. I choose the critical value c to be the smallest number such that for all θ ∈ H 0 , P (λ(G) ≤ c|θ, s) ≤ α.
By requiring that all potential outcome type configurations θ in the null hypothesis have controlled Type I error, this rejection rule corresponds to holding a "worst case prior" in a Bayesian framework.
The rejection rule is equivalent to assigning each observed outcome configuration g a p-value equal to max θ∈H 0 P (λ(G) ≤ λ(g)|θ, s) and rejecting the test exactly when this p-value is at most the nominal level of the test α. For computation of this probability, I use the likelihood, which is computationally more efficient than simulating randomization, especially when the null hypothesis is large.
The test can generate confidence intervals on quantities of interest. Suppose we want to construct a two-sided confidence interval [L, U ] on quantity of interest q(θ) at a (1 − α)% level. Define the lower end of the confidence interval as the smallest real number L such that the observed outcome configuration g cannot reject the following hypothesis at an α/2% level:
Define the upper end of the confidence interval as the largest real number U such that the observed outcome configuration g cannot reject the following hypothesis at an α/2% level:
The construction of one-sided confidence intervals proceeds analogously. It is possible to compute these confidence intervals because the domain of the quantity of interest q(θ) is finite, so q(θ) can only admit finitely many values. Therefore, only finitely many hypothesis tests are required to construct the confidence interval.
Examples: Clinical Trials for New Drugs
A data analyst at the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) receives the results from randomized clinical trials for two new cancer drugs, Mortem and Vita, where the intervention is access to the new drug and the outcome is mortality. The analyst will use these results to recommend approval or rejection of each drug independently, meaning that the analyst has no reason to compare the trial results. Each trial included 100 participants and used an I.I.D. randomization process. The observed outcome groups for each trial are shown in Table 2 . The FDA is interested in the average intervention effect. Estimates reveal that both interventions reduce average mortality by 40 percentage points. In both trials, a regression of the outcome on the intervention with robust standard errors indicates that this reduction in mortality is significantly different from zero at conventional levels, as shown in the first line of Table 3 . This result is approximate in the sense that it relies on asymptotic assumptions. As shown in the second line of Table 3 , the general test, which does not rely on asymptotic assumptions, confirms the finding that the average intervention effect is significantly different from zero. Using evidence on the average intervention effect, the analyst would recommend approval for both drugs at any conventional confidence level.
Sometimes, however, the FDA is only interested in whether a drug would kill any participants, not the average intervention effect. For example, safety is the entire focus of Phase I clinical trials.
The FDA uses additional data on secondary outcomes to infer whether access to the drug would kill any participants, and shuts down trials if side effects seem too large. However, using mortality data alone and the general test, the analyst could directly infer whether access to each drug would kill any participants. As shown in the third line of Table 3 , the observed outcomes from the Mortem trial reject the hypothesis that no one would be killed at a 3% level, whereas the observed outcomes from the Vita trial do not reject this hypothesis at any significance level. The corresponding onesided 95% confidence intervals on the number of participants that would be killed by each drug
show that access to Mortem would kill at least 3 of the 100 trial participants, but access to Vita need not kill any participants. If the FDA's only criterion for rejection is evidence that access to the drug would kill participants, then the analyst would reject Mortem with 97% confidence but would recommend approval for Vita. be killed in the intervention and control arms, which is likely given the randomization process.
Despite the fact that the trials produce the same estimated average intervention effect, the data configurations produce different likelihoods for the number who would be killed, and the general finite sample test formalizes examination of those likelihoods.
In other scenarios, however, the FDA is willing to approve drugs that would kill sufficiently few patients for each patient that would be saved. This may be the case for a novel treatment of a rare terminal disease. For instance, the FDA may desire that no more than 1 participant would be killed by access to a drug for each 5 participants who would be saved by access to a drug. To evaluate this criterion, the analyst could use the general test on the hypothesis that the ratio of the number of people that the intervention would kill to the number of people it would save is less than 1/5 = 0.2. Table 3 shows that the observed outcome groups of the Mortem trial reject the hypothesis at an 8% confidence level. In contrast, the observed outcome groups of the Vita trial cannot reject this hypothesis at any level. If the FDA's only criterion for rejection is evidence that access to the drug would kill more than one participant for each five that access to the drug would save, then the analyst would reject Mortem with 92% confidence but would recommend approval for Vita.
Conclusion
Using knowledge of the randomization process within an experiment, I develop a general finite sample test to conduct inference on quantities that capture heterogeneous intervention effects. I demonstrate that I can conduct informative inference on quantities for which previous methods are uninformative, such as the number of participants who respond to the intervention in the opposite direction of the average. I also use the same approach to conduct inference on other quantities, such as the average intervention effect, for which previous methods are informative but approximate or restricted in the quantities that they can consider. Inference on quantities that An important area for future work is to collect data on the structure of the randomization processes for existing experiments and to analyze them using general finite sample inference. Al-though the computations are intensive, they only need to be executed once for an experiment of a given size with a given randomization process. To make application of the general finite sample test feasible for researchers with limited computational resources, I can provide reference tables for common sample sizes and randomization processes.
